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MedCraft Investment Partners is Expanding Their Team  

 

Minneapolis, Minn. – July 28, 2022 – MedCraft Investment Partners, a dedicated investment platform 

focused exclusively on healthcare real estate, is excited to welcome new team members Alice Schweiger 

and Ivy Shuman.   “We are fortunate to have Alice and Ivy join our team.   They share the core MedCraft 

values of hard work, having fun, creative problem solving, self-starter, with absolute resolve and radical 

honesty, and are a great fit with the team” stated Michael Bennett, Managing Principal, MedCraft 

Investment Partners.     

Alice Schweiger has joined MedCraft’s Chicago office as an Investment Associate.  Alice will join our  

investment underwriting and execution team, as well as assisting in our asset management processes and 

reporting. Prior to MedCraft, Alice was in a similar role at ShopCore (Blackstone) and earned her 

undergraduate degree from UCLA. In addition to crushing financial models, Alice is an accomplished 

pottery maker, baker, and last year won a food trivia contest where she met the vaulted Alton Brown.   

Ivy Shuman has joined MedCraft’s Denver office as Director of Asset Management.   With over 15 years 

of experience, Ivy has directly managed 5M square feet worth over $1.5B and has completed over 50 

acquisitions and dispositions worth $1B.    Prior to joining MedCraft, Ivy worked with a Denver based 

developer, McWhinney, and brings valuable experience to our growing portfolio.   He will be focused on 

supporting tenant satisfaction and achieving superior risk-adjusted returns across our portfolio.  With 

his entrepreneurial spirit and willingness to dive in, Ivy is a valuable addition to our team.   On the rare 

occasion Ivy is not attending one of his daughter's high school or club volleyball games, he enjoys fly 

fishing, cooking, and keeping up with his favorite football teams - the Kansas City Chiefs and Colorado 

Buffaloes. 

 

About MedCraft Investment Partners, LLC 

MedCraft Investment Partners (MIP) is a unique investment platform built on integrity and decades of 

proven healthcare real estate expertise with customized client-driven solutions in developing, acquiring 

and managing health care facilities. We help identify, plan, and structure partnerships that result in 

greater economic value – while guiding against missteps that are commonly encountered along the way.  

For more information, please visit www.MedCraftIP.com. 
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